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All information presented here is for 
informational purposes only.  Presenters are 

not financial advisors.  

All the presenter's opinions are their own 
and is not intended to be a substitute for 

financial investment advice.

Past results are not indicative of future results. 

DISCLOSURE



What do we mean when we say Crypto. Made. Eazy? More than a catchy slogan, this is

our mantra, and it is our story.

For too many people, crypto is hard. It can be difficult to learn, confusing to understand

and laden with risk.

EazyBot was born from this struggle. During the spring of 2021, CEO & Founder

Mohamed Ali was confronted with these realities. Having stumbled through his own

challenges and losses, he saw the potential of automated crypto trading. He was

introduced to a solution that performed well, at first. But as the market took a massive

drop, everything changed. He and those he introduced to this platform were no longer

experiencing the best of crypto, and no longer making profits.

WHEN PROBLEMS INSPIRE SOLUTIONS, GENIUS IS BORN

Unwilling to allow his friends to sit in frustration and panic, Mohamed went to work.

Leaning into his professional training as an engineer and his passion for numbers, he

began developing a strategy that eventually saw their trades and portfolios begin to grow

and perform once again. Over the next few months, that winning strategy evolved

beyond the capabilities of the platform he was using and the vision for EazyBot was born.

EazyBot is special - powered by amazing technology and brilliant strategy. However, what

makes EazyBot most special to us is the people and the problems it was designed to

solve.

We believe crypto is the future...and it doesn’t have to be hard.

So we made it, Eazy.

OUR STORY

“We can not solve our problems with 

the same level of thinking that 

created them.”

- Albert Einstein



Mohamed Ali, Founder & 

CEO



Crypto. Made. Eazy.

OUR VISION

Creating a bridge to the future through technology in Crypto 



Crypto. Made. Eazy.

OUR VALUES

SERVICE | INTEGRITY | TRUST | RESPECT | LEADERSHIP

COMMITMENT | PATIENCE | QUALITY | GRATITUDE| CONSISTENCY







Whether you're a beginner or an advanced 
user, there is no need to spend countless 
hours tinkering with parameters, settings 
and strategies. With EazyBot's proven 1-
Click trading strategy setup, you can be up 
and running, closing profitable trades in no 
time!

You don't have to be an 
expert to trade like one



The Crypto markets are volatile.  Even when 
there are drops of 50% or more, EazyBot is 
intelligently designed to continue to trade 
and make profit for you.

No need to wait for the market to correct. 
EazyBot can close trades in profit continually 
during the most severe drops. 

Watch your profits go up 
even when the market is 
going down



EazyBot is intelligently programmed to 
respond to any market condition, keeping 
you safe from the worst possible scenario -
taking losses.  With EazyBot in control, you'll 
never have to worry about taking a losing 
trade, ever again!

Never Close A Losing
Trade Again



With EazyBot's Automatic Compounding 
feature selected, you'll be able to grow your 
crypto earnings faster than ever.  EazyBot 
will take all the funds it earns for you and 
automatically add them to the calculations of 
available funds for future trades. Genius!

Accelerate Your Earning 
Potential - On Auto-Pilot



With EazyBot's numerous customizable 
settings, you're in total control of your 
trading strategy.  Whether you're day 
trading, scalping or just tinkering, EazyBot 
puts you in the driver's seat with the ability 
to modify existing strategies or create your 
own.

Your Strategy. Your Control.



EazyBot offers a generous and innovative 
Affiliate Rewards program.  There is NO COST 
to be an affiliate or to enjoy the benefits of the 
world class marketing and training app.

Build your team with professional designed 
funnels. Stay connected with Push Notifications. 
Watch Trainings and Call Replays right from 
your mobile device!

Accelerate Your Earning & 
Maximize Your Rewards





Up To 2

1

Up To 10

Up To  2

All Available

Up to 5

What You Get:

Software Service Fee Per Trade

Number Of Coins To 
Trade

Number Of Exchanges

1-Click Strategy

Guides & Tutorials

Earn As An Affiliate

Professional Marketing 
App

Private 1-1 Support Calls

FOUNDERS CLUB Eligible 

FREE  ADVANCED 

20% 

VIP

30% 20% 

$250 $995$0

Crypto. Made. Eazy.



Your Trading 
Funds

your

Package Upgrades & 
Software Service Fees

Where Your Crypto 
Goes...

Crypto. Made. Eazy.



Eazy 1-Click Strategy Settings

Customizable for Advanced Users

Automatically Compound Your Earnings

Perfect For Small Or Large Accounts

Crypto. Made. Eazy.

24/7 Automated Trading

Get Started For Free!





Earnings and Income Disclaimer

Earning and Income statements made by our 

company and or its Affiliate are estimates of what 

we/they think you can possibly earn. 

There is no guarantee that you will make these levels 

of income and you accept the risk that the earnings 

and income statements differ by individual.

As with any business, your results may vary, and will 

be based on your individual capacity, business 

experience, expertise, willingness to learn, apply 

what you learn, and level of desire. 

DISCLOSURE
Earnings & Income



Accelerate Your Earnings By Referring Others

Crypto. Made. Eazy.
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Maximize Your Earnings By Building A Team

Software Service Fee (SSF) Commission

Earn a % of All the Software Service Fees

paid by your team

Level 1 thru 5 - 5%
Level 6 thru 10 - 4%

Level 11 thru 18 - 1%

With Dynamic Compression

Level 19 & 20- .5%





You

Level 1

Level 2

Crypto. Made. Eazy.

Maximize Your Earnings By Building A Team

SSF Matching Bonus

For Illustration purposes only

Level 1:   8%
Level 2:   3%

Earn a % of all SSF

commissions paid to

level 1 & level 2 members



Crypto. Made. Eazy.

Qualifications

The first 1,000 members to accomplish
the following:

1. Sponsor 3 members who are Advanced or 

VIP subscribers trading at least $600

2. Help those 3 each sponsor 3 members who 

are Advanced or VIP subscribers trading at 

least $600

3. Subscribe to VIP and be trading at least $600

Share in a bonus pool representing 5% of all the company revenue

For Illustration purposes only
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